COVID-19 TEMPERATURE SCANNING
Protecting Our Most Valuable Assets – People for about £5 per working day

Protecting Our Most Valuable Assets – People for about £5 per
working day
As part of the back to work programme, organisations around the world are deploying temperature screening of staff, pupils and visitors. With one of the possible symptoms of COVID-19 being an elevated temperature, contactless, accurate and safe thermal screening is now being integrated as a vital part of the solution.
This not only offers the first line of defence it also adds confidence that steps are being taken to ensure
everything is being done to keep people safe. With most options available for about £5 per working day,
protection is more affordable than you might think.

Choosing what’s right for your environment
To best narrow down the right solution from our extensive portfolio of thermographic temperature
scanning solutions we have broken down selection into one of three categories:

1. LINEAR SCANNING

2. CROWD SCANNING

3. GATE SCANNING

(£1,395 - £4,995 / lease from
£1.50 - £5.33 per working
day*)

(£3,690 - £9,380 / lease from
£3.95 - £9.95 per working
day*)

£8,276 / lease from £8.81
per working day*)

Those being screened will pass
by an entry point in a linear
fashion and their temperature
reading will be taken. This can
include reception areas, existing entry points with access
control such as sliding doors,
barriers, security stations or
funnelled locations where each
individual will be processed in
an orderly fashion. With this
kind of solution, the greater the
range of the technology, the
greater the accuracy, processing speed and throughput. It
is common to see up to 4 or 5
times the throughout with a 2
to 2.5m solution than one with
a range of 0.5m

Where you have a need for
greater throughput at further
distances and a wider field of
view and need to scan multiple
people simultaneously, crowd
scanning will be recommended.
These solutions do not require
individuals to specifically go
to a unit for checking but can
process en-masse. This is a discrete offering that is perfect for
large building atriums, airports,
bus stations, venues and other
locations where it is important
to process potentially large
numbers of people quickly.

Where you need to check those
entering a facility via walk
through arch with the option to
also use as an advanced multi
zone metal detector. Ideal for
airports, stadium entrances,
concert venues, and other
locations with both health and
security requirements.

(* Prices shown exclude VAT and are for guidance only. Price per day is calculated on a 48 month lease rental assuming
21 working days in a given month)
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Linear Scanning (1 to 1)

SOLUTION 1
Perfect for fast adoption and deployment. Using
the entry level thermographic handheld solution
this will deliver up to 5 times faster throughput
than an IR forehead thermometer at a safer range.
Can be tripod mounted

SOLUTIONS 2, 3 & 4
Fast, self-service terminals that can be wall, floor,
turnstile or desk mounted. With options to run just
as thermal scan stations or be integrated into door
entry systems. Have built in Mifare card readers,
facial recognition. Superb for fast and accurate
registration and speedy throughput.

SOLUTION 5
Fast, self-service terminals that come complete as
floor-standing units designed for thermal scanning with simple plug ‘n play 5-minute set-up. With
options to be integrated into door entry systems
via Facial recognition and temperature check. Superb for fast and accurate registration and speedy
throughput.
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SOLUTIONS 6, 7 & 8
Designed to make a statement, these distinctive
solutions can be wall, desk and floor mounted
and come in standard 10”, enlarged 15.6” and an
impactful 20.5” screen size. If you want a dedicated
self-service solution that doesn’t record data but
does allow secondary viewing via HDMI connected
monitor at a safe distance, or the solution to work
in privacy mode with results only viewed by the
reviewer, this eye-catching range certainly inspires
confidence.

SOLUTION 9
The most flexible solution with the greatest range
for the best in futureproofed fast screening in the
linear range. Provided with tripod mount, this Professional handheld solution allows accurate readings at distances of up to 2.5m and can be used in
handheld attended mode, unattended automated
mode with real time screen remote review with
WIFI connection.

Crowd Scanning (1 to Many)

SOLUTION 10
The entry level crowd scanning
solution designed to process
volumes of individuals through a
medium throughput environment.
Up to 30 individuals per sec.
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SOLUTION 11
The high capacity level crowd
scanning solution designed to
process volumes of individuals
through a very large throughput
environment. Up to 30 individuals
per sec with a range of up to 9m
and a field of view of 3.9 m

Gate Scanning

SOLUTION 12
For filtering at entrances, you can
use the Metal detection doorway
and comes equipped with the
turret Thermal camera for
temperature screening.
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GET IN TOUCH
lps-sales@xeretec.co.uk
02392 594 333

Xeretec empowers organisations in
the Commercial and Public Sector
to take control of, improve and
optimise their digital transformation.
We help customers shine a light on
where they are today and provide
innovative ways to reduce costs,
enhance user / customer experiences,
and improve efficiency, security and
agility. Our solutions span everything
from consumption-based offerings
(pay per month) such as Managed
Print and Device As A Service right
through to leveraging capabilities
made available from a migration to
the cloud. Wherever you might be on
your journey let us show you how we
can help you achieve.
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